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UK and America Agree on Renewable Energy Deal

14th India-EU Summit to Begin in New Delhi

May in Fight to Stay as UK Lawmakers Back Plot to Force her out

EU Breaches for Brexit Talks Collapse as May Falters

Syria Forces Enter IS-west of Town; US, Turkey Talk to Help Mediation

EU Preserves Iran Nuke Deal but Reluctant for now, USA

UN Official Warns of Various Threats to Global Economy, Environment

NEW DELHI - The 14th India-EU Summit is set to begin on Monday. According to officials, the summit is expected to be a low-key one because of the sensitive situation in the wake of the Brexit. Prime Minister Narendra Modi will hold talks with his counterpart, Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission.

The European Commission has raised the possibility of a free trade agreement between the EU and India. However, no final decision has been reached on the issue. The EU is keen on expanding its trade with India, while India is looking for a win-win situation.

The EU wants to increase Indian exports to the EU, while India wants to increase its imports from the EU. The summit is expected to focus on trade, investment, and cooperation in various fields.

The European Commission has also expressed interest in setting up a joint research and innovation platform with India. The European Commission is keen on increasing its presence in India, and the summit is expected to be a good opportunity to enhance cooperation in various fields.

The summit is expected to be attended by high-level officials from both sides. The European Commission has also expressed interest in increasing its presence in India, and the summit is expected to be a good opportunity to enhance cooperation in various fields.
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